Since 1960 American Ultraviolet has provided customers like you throughout the world with superior ultraviolet conveyor curing systems. In fact, we suspect you very likely still have one. So now, by simply positioning the new American Ultraviolet AUV SA UV Coater next to your existing UV conveyor, you’ll quickly realize the benefits of a full UV roller coater line, including additional profits that come from the ability to offer UV flood coating to all of your customers.

STANDARD FEATURES:
• 3 roller coating system
  (1 Harden Chrome Metering; 1 Harden Chrome Impression; 1 Specialized Rubber EPDM)
• Single motor drive system
• One side roller adjustment knobs
• Convenient coating chamber stores two five-gallon tanks
• Peristatic full re-circulation fluid pump system with second and third pump options
• Aqueous and UV coating capabilities w/purchase of additional rubber roller
• Easily removable applicator roller to change from UV to aqueous coatings in 10 minutes

STANDARD FEATURES:
• Closed loop coating recirculation system reduces the chance of cross contamination of coatings (option of a dedicated wash tank and pump)
• Interlocking safety guards on covers
• Adjustable head up to 3/8" substrate thickness
• Dual ridged polymer doctor blade for bottom roller cleanup
• Available with or without feeders and stackers
• 208-240VAC, 10AMP Power requirement